For a finite group G with a normal subgroup H, the enhanced quotient graph of G/H, denoted by G H (G), is the graph with vertex set V = (G\H) ∪ {e} and two vertices x and y are edge connected if xH = yH or xH, yH ∈ zH for some z ∈ G. In this article, we characterize the enhanced quotient graph of G/H.
Introduction
The investigation of graphs related to groups as well as other algebraic structures is an exciting research topic in the last few decades, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, 17, 18] . Only basic concepts about graphs will be needed for this paper. They can be found in any book about graph theory, for example [10] . Given a finite group G, there are many ways to associate a graph to G by taking families of elements or subgroups as vertices and letting two vertices be joined by an edge if and only if they satisfy a property. All groups in this paper are finite. The enhanced power graph of a group was introduced by Sudip Bera and A. K. Bhuniya [7] . Definition 1.1. Given a finite group G, the enhanced power graph of G denoted by G(G), is the graph with vertex set V (G(G)) = G and two distinct vertices x, y are edge connected {x, y} in E(G(G)) if there exists z ∈ G such that x, y ∈ z .
We will apply the idea of studying the enhanced power graph through the graphs of the quotient groups, as was carried out by the authors for the normal subgroup based power graph of a finite group in [8] . Definition 1.2. For a finite group G with a normal subgroup H, the enhanced quotient graph of G/H, denoted by G H (G), with vertex set V (G H (G)) = (G\H) ∪ {e} and two vertices x and y are edge connected, (i.e. {x, y} ∈ E(G H (G))), if xH = yH or xH, yH ∈ zH for some z ∈ G.
Let G be a finite group of order n and H be a normal subgroup of G with |H| = m. In this paper we provide some results on the basic structure of the enhanced quotient graph and we show the interplay between the graph G H (G) and the enhanced power graph G(G/H).
Definitions and structure
In this section we provide the first results of the two graphs of groups that we will study in this article, the enhanced power graph of G denoted by G(G) and the enhanced quotient graph of G/H, denoted by G H (G). We will see the results of the graph G H (G) in comparison to the graph G(G/H) which was introduced in [7] .
Proof. Since x n H = eH and consequently xH, eH ∈ xH , {x, e} is and edge of G H (G) for all
Proof. Let gh 1 and gh 2 be elements of
Proposition 2.4. If aH, bH ∈ G/H with aH = bH, a, b / ∈ H and some element of aH forms an edge of some element with bH, then aH ∪ bH is a clique of G H (G).
Proof. Suppose that ah 1 ∈ aH, bh 2 ∈ bH with {ah 1 , bh 2 } ∈ E(G H (G)). Then, ah 1 = aH, bh 2 H = bH ∈ zH for some z ∈ G, that is, aH = z r H and bH = z s H for all ah ′ ∈ aH and for all bh ′′ ∈ bH ah ′ H, bh ′′ H ∈ zH . Therefore, {ah ′ , bh ′′ } ∈ E(G H (G)).
is a subset of the vertices of F such that every two distinct vertices are adjacent. This is equivalent to the condition that the induced subgraph of F induced by K is a complete graph. A maximum clique of a graph is a clique such that there is no clique with more vertices. The clique number ω(F) of a graph F is the number of vertices in a maximum clique in F. Proof. It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.4.
Proof. If {a, b} ∈ E(G H (G)), then aH, bH ∈ zH for some z ∈ G. Then, if aH = bH we would have that {aH, bH} ∈ E(G(G/H)). On one hand, {aH, bH} ∈ E(G(G/H)) implies that aH, bH ∈ zH for some z ∈ G, thus {a, b} ∈ E(G H (G)). On the other hand, aH = bH implies that aH, bH ∈ aH . Hence, {a, b} ∈ E(G H (G)).
Definition 2.10. For a finite group W and w an element of W , we denote by G en (w) the set of generators of w . Proof. For the graph G(G/H) it follows from Proposition 2.11. For G H (G) we see that if xH ∈ G en ( aH ) and yH ∈ G en ( bH ) are adjacent in G H (G), then xH yH ⊆ zH for some z ∈ G. Then aH , bH < zH with | aH | = | bH | and aH = bH , a contradiction. Proof. Suppose that
H is a cycle with n ≥ 3 and x i H = x j H for i = j in {1, . . . , n − 1}. Thus x i H = x j H implies that there is zH such that x 1 H, x 2 H ∈ zH . Hence, |zH| ≥ 3. The converse is trivial.
Corollary 2.15. Let G be a group and let H be a normal subgroup of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent. a star graph; 7. G(G/H) is a star graph.
Completeness
In this section we characterize when the graphs studied are complete graphs.
Theorem 3.1. The graph G H (G) is complete if and only if G/H is cyclic.
Proof. Suppose that G/H = xH . Let a, b vertices of G H (G). Then, aH, bH ∈ G/H = xH . Thus, {a, b} ∈ E(G H (G)) and therefore G H (G) is complete. Conversely, suppose that G H (G) is complete. Let us consider that xH ∈ G/H with |xH| = max{|gH| : g ∈ G}. We claim that G/H = xH . Let aH ∈ G/H. If G H (G) is complete, then aH, xH ∈ zH for some z ∈ G. Thus, aH < zH and xH < zH . By maximality xH = zH and aH ∈ xH . Therefore G/H = xH .
Corollary 3.2. [7] G(G) is complete if and only if G is cyclic.
Proof. Take H = {e}.
Corollary 3.3. G H (G) is complete if and only if G/H is cyclic if and only if G(G/H) is complete.
Definition 3.4. Define a set C ⊆ G as invertible if is closed under inverses and e / ∈ C. The Cayley's graph C(G, C) is defined by:
where {g, h} ∈ E(C(G, C)) if and only if hg −1 ∈ C.
We can summarize the theme of the graphs in the following result.
Theorem 3.5. We have that
(ii) The following propositions are equivalent
Cone Property
Definition 4.1. We say that a vertex v of a graph G is a cone vertex if {v, w} is a edge of the graph for each vertex w of G. A graph having a cone vertex is said to satisfy the cone property.
Remark 4.2. For all finite groups K, G we have that
since one graph has more vertices than the other.
Theorem 4.3. [7]
Let G be a finite group and n ∈ N. If gcd(|G|, n) = 1, then G(G × Z n ) has a cone vertex. 
. By Theorem 4.4 (e,1) is a cone vertex. Conversely, suppose that G has not the cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, we can assume that s ≥ 2.
. . , x k ) be the cone vertex and consider w = (e, 0, . . . , 0,1) with wH element of maximum order in G/H. So if v is a cone vertex, then v ∼ w, which implies that vH, wH ∈ zH for some p-element z. By maximality, vH ∈ wH = zH . Then, v ∼ a 1 = (e, x 1 , 0, . . . , 0, 0) with |a 1 H| = p | |vH|, otherwise, it would be z such that a 1 H , vH < zH concluding that a 1 H < vH and similarly a 1 H = a 2 H with a 2 = (e, 0, x 2 , 0, . . . , 0) implies that a 2 H < vH with |a 2 H| = p, a contradiction. Proof. Suppose that G is a generalized quaternion p-group. Thus, xH is the only subgroup of order p. Let z ∈ G \ H, then |zH| = p t with t ≥ 1. Hence, xH < zH . Thus x ∼ z and therefore x is a cone element. Conversely, let e = X a cone element de G H (G), for all g ∈ G \ H with |gH| = p, x ∼ g, i.e., xH , gH < zH . Therefore, gH < xH . Henceforth each element of G/H of order p belongs to a cyclic group. We conclude that G/H has an unique subgroup of order p. Proof. Suppose that x is a cone element, |Hx| = m and p is a prime such that p | m. Let zH with |zH| = p. Since x ∼ z, xH , zH < C cyclic implies zH < xH . Therefore there exists a unique subgroup of order p in the not simple group G, a contradiction. 
where A i is the maximum of C i that is contained in some C j , for j = 2, 3, . . . , (i − 1). Thus, deg(g) is even and deg(e) = |G| − |H| is even.
Suppose that G H (G) is Eulerian, consequently deg(e) = |G| − |H| is even. Therefore |G| and |H| are both even or they are both odd.
Suppose that |G| and |H| are both even, then for g ∈ G \ H,
where (|C 1 | − 1)|H| and s i=2 |C 2 − A 2 ||H| are both even. Therefore, the degree of g is odd, a contradiction.
We conclude that the property of being Eulerian does not depend on the normal subgroup H. , a i H ∼ a j H implies that a i h r ∼ a j h s for all r, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and every coset a i H is a clique in G H (G). Hence, we can construct a Hamiltonian cycle in G H (G) as follows:
Corollary 5.4. G H (G) is Eulerian if and only if |G| is odd if and only if G(G) is Eulerian.
Definition 5.7. A planar graph is a graph that can be embedded in the plane, i.e., it can be drawn on the plane in such a way that its edges intersect only at their endpoints. 6 Deleted enhanced quotient graph Definition 6.1. In this section we consider the graphs G * (G), G * H (G) obtained by deleting the vertex e from the graphs G(G), G H (G), respectively. We call G * (G), G * H (G) the deleted enhanced power graph and the deleted enhanced quotient graph. The deleted graphs are not necessarily connected. [7] . Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of the Theorem 6.2.
For a finite group G, you have the following definitions: Π ǫ (G) = {|x| : x ∈ G}, Π(G) = {p ∈ N : p | |G| is a prime }, and let µ(G) ⊆ Π ǫ (G) be the set of all maximal element of Π ǫ (G) under the divisibility relation. 
